Points Operation Fault
There are many different circumstances that will stop points from operating correctly.
The procedure below will presume the points have failed to move because of an electrical
problem somewhere in the circuit from the SB/RR. It does not cover mechanical faults.

Can you see the points where are you are
standing? A lot of faults with points can be
determined by watching their operation.

Are one or more ends failing to
move when tried?

YES

YES
NO

Are those ends on
Manual?
Re-try points if
found on Manual.
Proceed if not.

Are the points actually free-to-move?
Check on ‘free’ light lit. Or check ‘WZR’ up.
Are there other points that need to be set
first?
Check instructions on panel or check route
setting checklist.
YES

Is voltage leaving RR
to points Loc?
If not; fault lies in WR
circuit. Proceed if OK.

Go to points LOC

NO

Is NWR/RWR picking?

NO
Is voltage arriving from RR to pick
relay?

All ends moving but one
end is probably not
locking, check which end
is not locking & carry out
FPL test.
(if clamplocks, the
motor will be heard
running on).

All conditions met, still not moving
Is NLR/RLR
unlatching/picking?

NO

Fault lies within
NLR/RLR circuit.
If WZR is up, this
confirms half the
circuit.

YES
NO

YES

Fault lies between
RR & LOC

Is voltage leaving loc on links
to machine/CL motor?
NO

B120* fuse blown, fuse holder faulty or
wiring faulty from fuse to N/RWR
YES
(Pt machine): check for voltage on motor plug
coupler/in motor. Or if HW2000, and motor is
running, fault is the clutch. (adj and retest). On
P/U: if motor is running, the fault is one of the
internal valves (replace P/U).

YES

In point machine** with meter on volts DC on either contacts
D7 or D8 (whichever is made) & term A3, check for voltage. On
clamplock P/U, check for voltage on bottom two links. Is there
any reading?
NO
The fault lies between point equipment and LOC, possible
cable fault.

Notes:
* Supply will be B50 for some types of Clamplocks.
Relay voltage MUST be above 40 volts, any less and relay may not function correctly.
Voltage at points motor must be above 95 volts MIN for 110 volts, or 45 volts MIN for 50v clamplocks.
Remember; NLR & RLR relays are latched and MUST be in the same state as the relay you are replacing, or points
WILL move without signaller intervention, and may even move under a train.
** Based on HW type machine only.

